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CHAPTiR I.
INTRODUCTION.
I. DEFINITION OP CONTINUITY.
Function^ We assume that we know what is meant by real numbers. If 
we have an aggregate of numbers and wish to make statements regarding 
any one of the aggregate, we use the term, real aariablef which we denote 
by the symbols x, y, or z etc. This aggregate is known as the domain of 
the real variable. Variables may be independent or dependent, By the lat­
ter is meant that if we assign a value of the independent variable, then 
the value of the dependent variable is determinate. We call the depen­
dent variable a function of ’the independent variable and represent ’it by 
y or f ix), ke particular values are assumed’by the independent‘variable, 
the dependent variable takes values which form an aggregate of numbers 
known as the functional limage of its domain.
This idea of function is an evolution. Formerly‘a function was 
’thought of'as a single formula, usually some power of the variable. La­
ter <it was understood to be any single analytic expression. Euler used 
this definition to establish the implicit relation between two variables. 
Fourier generalized the notion of function as'repiresentable by a single 
expression by means of trigonometric series.
This definition of the term function gives it no specific proper­
ties, ’and we define various kinds of functions by adding particular char­
acters. If one and only one value of the variable y is determined for
2.
each X, the function is called a slnile-vnlued function. If there is 
more than one value of ,v for certain values of x, then we call the func­
tion multiple~valued. If we suppose y to be an algebraic polynomial, we 
have the ratVonai tnteirmi funGtion;. while the rational funot Ion is the 
quotient of two rational ^ integral functions. *If the function/(x,.y) =
y + R t where n -is a positive integer, andn-1 n
the coefficients are rational functions of x, then we have what we 
call an aliebraio function* The circular, 'exponential, and logarithmic 
are other well known functions.
Limit* If some point x n s  taken in an interval (ab), a<x<6, then an 
interval’(x-e, x+e), which lies within (a&), is called the neighborhood 
o f ‘the point x, and may be made as small as we choose by the proper se­
lection of e. In defining limit, we say that if there is an infinite 
number of elements of’an aggregation in the neighborhood of a point, 
then this is a limiting point of'that set. If (a) be a limiting point 
of'this domain of x-and d f , as we'take values of x'approaching that limit* 
the function ^'approaches-a value Ay then we call A the limit of f(x) at 
(o).
It is important'to state a few facts here regarding limits of func- 
'tions. We will use the terms upper and lower limit for the boundaries of 
yy regardless of whether'they are bounding points of the set or belong 
'to the set-and'are then extreme points. Defining these limits we sayri 
If the set of points y which represents the functional image of a func­
tion f { x ) y defined for a given domain of x, have an upper and a dower
said to be a limited function, and
* Hobson, page 219, article 167.
the boandaries are said to be the upper and lower limits of f(x) in the 
domain of x. When the functional dmage has for some values of x no lim­
its, the function is unlimited^ or may be said to have the imprdper 
its +00 and -Q>* If a function be limited, the difference between the 
upper and lower limit is known ‘as its fluotuatVon,
T h e o r e m  1 {ffeterstrass)* If fa^b) be any interval obntatnini points 
of the domain of a function, then one point at least exists in the inter­
val, mhioh'is suoh that rin any arbitrarily small neiihborhOod of that 
point, the upper ^ limit of the function is the same as the upper limit of 
the function in the whole interval^('a^A),»-
Proof. If we consider as the upper limit of the function in (a,b), 
cease’.‘ssf an indefinitely great upper'limit, and then divide 
■(a,5 ) into n sub-intervals we must get one interval in which A is
the upper limit of the function. Now divide into n subdntervals
{a^,b\^) and in one of these intervals A is the u^per limit. Continue this 
subdivision by sequences ^ ( a ,), (a^,bf), ia,,,b^), i..*, ***»
such that each interval is contained'in the preceding, the lengths con­
verge to zero, and  ^ is the upper limit of the function in one of these 
intervals. But when we consider the aggregates formed by the end points 
of these intervals, (a, c_ a« ...a ) and (b, b. &_ ...6 ) we see both are 
convergent'and'approach’a point x, as a limit, thus keeping all values a 
on one side of 'and‘all values b on the* other, x^ is in every interval 
thus formed, and is sueh that in an arbitrarily small neighborhood, the 
function has the upper limit A. A corresponding statement is true for the
___
* Hobson, page £24, art’, ivi.
4.
As X approaches (a) from the positive side in various ways, the 
different limits arrived at will constitute an aggregate with an upper 
and a lower |4niit These are respecbiveliy the right hand upper and lower 
limits. Likewise on the left. The right hand upper limit of fix} at (a) 
may be denoted in several ways, ’asr-
i?lim. sup. fix) = lim sup fix) = lim fix) = lim f = fia+0 ).
x*(a+0) x*fa+0)
We shall use the latter form in this paper. The other three correspond­
ing limits'are denoted by r(a+Q); f(a-O); f(a=Q).
1 ~  1
Ex. y = iiij,,^"Ia±sin£-n_i_t_j:_siQ_2=i for x~l
n*oi +
For x>l y = a * sin 
For 0<x<l = 5 + sin
f(l*0) = a + 1; r(I-O) = b +1, 
f(liQ) = 0 - 1 ;  filzQ) = b -1.
Continuity• We now define continuity point. Let fix) denote
the function at the point (x) of the domain of the independent variable, 
which'is now to be the linear continuumr-
Th e orsm fl. (Cauchy*) The function f(x) is said to be continuous at 
the point a of 'the domain of x, if^ cdrrespondtni to any arbitrarily 
chosen positive number B whatever., a positive number 6 dependent'on e 
can be found, such that |/(©+n) - r(a)| < e, for ail positive or neiative 
'values of p which are numerically iess than 6, and which are such that 
a*r\'ts in the domain of x. At an end-point of a limited domain., the val­
ues of f] will have one sifn only.
In formula we may state the conditions of continuity in several
* Hobson, patfe 221, article 169*
ways*:
(1) lim fix) = fia).
X  =  !
(2) \fix) -T^a)| < e in vHa)^
0
(3) |/'(;ci) - < e in via)»
The first, in words is : The value of the limit of the function is equal 
to the value of the function at the point. Second, that an arbitrarily 
small e exists, greater than zero, such that we find a 6 small enough to 
make the difference between the value of the function at the point and 
‘the value of the function at any point of the interval (a-6,o+6), ex­
cluding a, less than e. Third, that for an arbitrarily small e greater 
than zero there‘is an undeleted neighborhood of the point such that for 
any two points within, the value of its functions differ by less than e,
- meaning by undeleted, a neighborhood of the point which includes the 
point. In order then to have continuity of a function at a point we must 
b e ‘able to find a neighborhood of the point'in which the fluctuation of 
the function is as small as we chose to make it.
Theorem I II .  The sum or difference of a finite number of funotionSf 
continuous at g,is a function continuous at
Proof: If fix) and $(x) are the functions £ fix) = A, L iix) = 5. 
But the sura of the limits equals the limit of the sum,
+ g(x)]= 4 + 8.
Theorem IV. The product of a finite number of functions^continuous 
■at a,is a function continuous at q.
Product of limits equals limit of products.
____of two functions, continuous at a, is a con-
* Pierpont, vol.I, page 208, arlioles SS3-S42.
ttnuouQ fmotion at a, if the denominator is different from zero.
Since tha limit of the quotients is equal to the quotient of the 
limits.
Theorem V I .  4 continuous function of a continuous function is a oon- 
tinous function.
That is, let y = f(u); u = ^U), then y considered as a function of x is 
continuous at x=a. For in this case we can interchange the limits.
We define right and left hand continuity. This occurs whenever we 
have to the right or left of the point under consideration, a neighbor­
hood in which the fluctuation of the function is less than any assignable 
quantity. In terms of the right hand or left hand upper or lower limits 
we may define continuity thus*: if f(a+ol, fLq.tQl f(o^ have the same 
value, ’the function is right hand continuous. If ffa-O), /'(.a-Ql and f(a) 
have the same value, there is left hand continuity. Prom this, it is 
evident 'that if ffa+oT, fLai2i» r^a-OT, fia-Ql and f(a) have the same 
value; then there is continuity at the point g.
If at every point of the interval (a,h) the conditions for continu­
ity are satisfied, then the function is said to be continuous in that 
interval. We do not recognize the value fIa+0) = f{.a+Ql " fta-OT = fiazQl 
= fia) = +o) or -00 as satisfying the definition.
Theorem V I I function which is Continuous in an interval is limi­
ted in that interval.
Proof: By theorem'*! let x, be a point in the interval (o,f)) within 
whose neighborhood’(x,-6,x,+5) the upper limit of the function has the
of the function for the whole interval.
* Hobson, article 176.
7.
Bat since the function is continuous the difference of the values of the 
function at points in the neighborhood of x must be arbitrarily small 
and therefore the function must have a finite upper limit at x and thus 
fix) has such a limit in (a,6). It is also proved in the same way that 
the function has a finite lower limit.
T h e o r e m  VIII .  A funation which is continuous in the interval (a^h) 
is such that its upper limit and its lower limit are each actually at­
tained at one point at least in the interval^ that is, the function has 
an upper extreme and a lower extreme in the intervali
Proof: Let us assume there is no such point, and that at point x*, 
the function equalsJ, while the upper limit of the function is M, In the 
interval (A:t-6,Xi+6) we know the upper limit equals that of the function. 
But \fix^) - = M-A where lies within (x,-6,Xt+6) and this con­
tradicts the continuity of the function, which requires that M-A<e, 
therefore It-A, In this case fix^i) = M, The same proof is given for the 
lower limit.
It is interesting to note in this connection that for years a con­
tinuous function was defined as one which in passing from one value to 
another'assumed all the intermediate values between the two* And long 
after Cauchy gave us his critical definition, the two were considered 
•identical and it was not until the time of Darboux that this identity 
was really questioned. Darboux constructed certain derivative functions 
which, though complying with this requirement, were n®t continuousac- 
®5?M5S_to_Gauchyf^In fact in the interval (0,1) a function can be so de-
Hobson, page 1’72, article 2S6. H. Bebesgue, "Beoons sur Integration^ 
page 90. Annales Scole Normale, page 109, 1875.
fined as to take every value between fiO) and fil) and still be discon­
tinuous at every point,
II. DERIVAfIVE NUMBERS.
Definition of Derivative Humber, The derivative number takes us a 
step farther. Prom the following figure, we have the formula suggested.
i p
Me build first the difference-auotient
_Aa = or
Ax X - a h
If the secant AB approaches the tangent CO as a limit over a given 
range of positions, that is if the limit of Ay/^x exists, as ax goes 
over a certain range of values, either finite or infinite, then we have 
a derivative number at that point g, the limit of the partieular se­
quence of difference quotients.
Kinds of Derivative Humbers. There may exist derivative numbers on 
the right and on the left of'a which have different values. That is, as 
we 1st h approach zero, having all its values positive; we may have for 
the limit a value which differs for different modes of choosing h. These 
limits constitute an aggregate which has upper and lower limits. He des-
9.
ignate these by the symbols Ad, upper right hand derivative number,Xii 
lower right hand derivative number. If we let h approach zero, having 
'negative Values we find a similar aggregate, and its limits we will re­
present by Ag as the upper left hand and Xg as the lower left hand 
derivative number.
y = xsin - ,
X
Bx. 1. x^O,
x=0, y = 0.
In this case the derivative does not 
exist. The right and left hand deriv­
ative numbers form an aggregate lying 
between -1 and +1 on either side of 
the point under consideration., The 
upper and lower, right and left hand derivative numbers are the limits 
of indeterminacy on either side. Both of the upper limits equal +1, while 
both of the lower limits equal -1. When the derivative number does not 
vary, on the left or right side, over different values, that is when 
Ad=Xd, and Ag=Xg then we have actual right and left hand derivatives.. To 
these limits, Pierpont, in his second volume on Theory of Functions of 
Real Variables, Chapter XV, gives the name derivatjes* Since they are 
not derivatives in the ordinary sense of the word, the distinction is 
well made.
Goinoidence of Derioates^ . Sidewise Berivates . Hobson* summarizes 
the question of derivates , when emphasis is laid upon the coincidence 
of the side-wise derivates , in three comprehensive theorems.
oontlnuous function, and fa,b) be the whole 
* Theory of Functions of Real Variables, page 239, art. 218,
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or a oart of its domain to whioh U and L correspond, then ftrst:- 
if L he finite, there exists in (a^b} an infinity of points for which 
both D*(x), D^(x) each lie between L and L+z^ where z is an arbitrarily 
prescribed positive number: and at these points D*(x), D^(x) are either 
equal, in which case a derivative on the right exists, or else they dif­
fer from one another by less than z: second if U be finite there exists 
in (a,.b) an infinity of points for which D*(x), D^(x) each lie between V 
and U-z» and at these points there exist derivatives on the right, or 
else D*(x), D^(x) differ from one another by less than e, third if U or L 
be infinite there exists an infinity of points at which D*(x), D^(x) are 
both numerically greater than an arbitrarily great number c, and have the 
same sign as the U or L which is infinite.
A similar statement holds as regards*the derivative numbers on the left. 
There are therefore points in every sub-^interval, that have a olose ap­
proximation to the existence of a finite or infinite derivative both on 
the right and on the left. Functions with these properties, referred to 
'in the theorem, can be made monotone by the addition of a proper multiple 
of X.
T h e o r e m  X.For a continuous function, of which (a,b) is the whole or 
a part of its domain, the upper limit of each of the four derivatives 
D*f(x}, D^.f(x), D~f(x) and D_f(x) for all values Of x in (a,b) is U the 
upper 'limit of the difference-quotient in (a,b) and the lower limit of 
the four functions is L. If U and L be both finite the function belongs 
to the class of functions with limited derivatives..
T h e o r e m XI. If, at any point Xt,, interior to (a,b) one of the above 
functions, say D*f(x) is continuous, then at that point the other three
11
functions are also continuous, and are equal'in value to D*f(x,^), and
I
thus there exists at x^, a derivative*
Theorem X f I . it be known that Qne of the four derivatives
is everywhere continuous in an'interval,, there exists everywhere "in the 
interval a derivative in the ordinary sense of the term*.
Coincidence of Upper Derivates (and lower derivates)* W.H. Young, 
on the other hand, lays stress on the coincidence of the upper derivates 
and the coincidence of the lower derivates. He says that a distinction 
between the right and left hand derivates is never made*, except in case 
the function is non-differentiable. It may further be said that a func­
tion may not have a derivative at every point and still there be no dis­
tinction between right and left hand derivates?* JJith few exceptions no 
generalized results or theorems have been deduced for such functions. It 
is the habit of matheiraticians to regard them as exceptional cases, as 
in fact, the most that-are given as illustrations seem to be. But Young 
has stated a few facts regarding them that show a good degree of general­
ity.
If a function f(x) is non-differentiable in an intervatt-
1) There is necessarily a distinction of riiht and left in the val­
ues of the derivates at a set of points which is every where dense and is 
of the first category, (where if P „  P,,,, -,v. ,,is a sequence of non- 
dense closed sets, the set M(P,^ , P^ \"*'* which contains all
points beloniini to one at least of the sets, is said to be a set of the
first category);
*
**
Messenger of Mathematics, 1003-09, v. 33, page 65. 
Quart. Journal of Phys. and Appl. Math. 1908-09, v, 40.
12,
2) The upper and lower bounds of the values of the derivates at the 
points of this set are respecttvely -f-oi and -co i
3) At the remaining points of the interval both the upper derivates 
are + oi and both the lower derivates are -^  i
By proving the following lemma the theorem above may be readily 
proved.
Lemma. The derivates of a non^differentiabte function are unbounded 
both above and below in every interval.
That is to say 'and are the upper and lower bounds respectively 
of a non-differentiable function in every interval. S5e shall prove this 
by showing that if both or either of the bounds are finite then the 
function is differentiable at some point. He have three cases.
Caae I. Vhen both bounds are finite in the interval (a,b). By Le- 
besgue's theorem as stated by Montel* we learn that any function whose 
derivative numbers are limited is limited itself and has the property of 
being differentiable. H.H, Young and Grace C. Young** proved the same 
thing without using Cantors numbers or any concepts of generalized inte­
gration such as Lebes^ue resorted to.
Case II. This arises when the lower bound is finite, say -L, He add 
to the function fix), the function x+Lx, and take its derivative; that 
gives us l+£ to add to the derivative of fix). Since -£ is its lower 
boundary, the lower bound of our new derived function will be +1, and all 
the derivative numbers other than that are >+l. Therefore our function 
j^_lust_b§_i,B_inereasing function in x. Likewise x can be said to be a 
* Encyclopedie des Sc iences  Hathematiques, IHj 2.,
•'*‘'^Prooeeding8, London Math. Soc. , ser. £, v.9 (IS 10-11), pp. S25-SS5.
13.
monotone increasing function of y, as G(v), By Pierpont* we have the de­
rivative numbers of Gt{y) as the reciprocals of the derivative numbers of 
with respect to x: these limits represent this fact
(u) •
V ~ y
y ’ and jc' being points of y and x respectively where the derivative was
U.--UL (a),
X  - X*
taken. Since limits of (a) as x=x’ is always =1; the limits of (h) are 
=1 and positive. Therefore by case I a derivative number GH y )  exists 
at some value of y. Since limit (6) is positive and =1, limit of (a) is 
always finite and positive except where but then (a) has a definite
infinite limit and therefore a derivative exists and fix) is not non- 
differentiable.
Case III, If the upper bound is limited, the same test is applied as 
in case II, Thus the only case left is that in which the upper and lower 
bounds are +o> and - oo respectively and our lemma is proved.
Co r o l l a r y . Hence with the notation cp^ , as the associated
functions*hf any one of the derivates of a non-differenttable function 
f(x) we have at every point
Tr = Tc, = +«) ,
Wg = = -<x> .
T h e o r e m  Xlt'IU If f(x) is a non-different table function at every 
p'oint of the interval considered which does not beloni to a certain set
^dth the upper derivates are +00 and both the 
* Vol. I, page £36, art. 38£.
** These ar.e the functions defined as having at each point (x) a value 
which is a limit of values of fix) in the neighborhood. The upper 
associated function denoted by T, the lower by w.
14;
lower dertvates are ►
Th€orem XIV. fhe exceptional set of the first category at which 
there is a distinction of riiht and left^ exists and Is dense every­
where.
The proof of this theorem is based upon the theorem of the mean in its 
extended form* which says that if for the dsrivates of f(x) we make no 
distinction between right and left hand, then there is at least one point 
in the open interval (a,b) at which the differential coefficient exists 
and has this value
n ia.b) = a U . z J . L i l  .
b “ a
that is, for some value
m{a,b) = f'Ca + Bib-a)} 0<9<1,
Thus we see that there must be a distinction of right and left hand 
derivates in (a,i)) or we would have at least one derivative. Also such 
points are dense, for suppose they were not- then we could find a sub- 
interval in (a,b) which would have a derivative by the above theorem of 
the mean and the function would not be a non-differentiable function. 
Therefore this set exists and is every where dense.
T h e o r e m  XV. The derivates of a non-differentiable function at the 
points of the exceptional set at which there is a distinction of rii,ht 
and left have no finite upper and lower bound.
We start with the supposition contrary to our hypothesis and show it 
leads to a false conclusion. Suppose the derivates of this set have a 
finite bound B. Let there be a G>B. Now by our Lemma we know that the 
!ilBE§£»feS!lQd_fQr_th§_derivates of the whole interval is +oo . But for
* Given as theorem XIII, chapter IV.
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some points, say x and x' in this interval we have the difference quo­
tient
miXfX*) =
X - X'
equal to the upper boundary*. But we can give this ratio any value be­
tween its upper and lower boundary, therefore w(x,x')=C.. By the follow­
ing theorem:-
There is in the completely open interval (x,x') a point at which 
one of the lower derivates is = m{x,x') while the upper derivate is 
=m(x,x')t*
But B is less than m(x,x') so by our supposition there must be no dis­
tinction between right and left hand derivates at this point, which can 
only happen provided that all the derivates are equal. But this would 
mean having a derivative and a non-differentiable function can not have 
this. Therefore our supposition was false. The lower bound may be shown 
to be -00 in the same manner and our theorem is proven.
III. DEFINITION OP .A DERIVATIVE FUNCTION.
Eight and left hand derivatives. When all the right or left hand 
derivative numbers at a are equal, there exisj^a right or a left hand 
derivative at that point. Either may appear alone. Example two has a
right hand and a left hand.derivative at 0 which are not equal.
ej - 1
f(x) = Xg| ^ jEx^ . 2.
f(x) = 0
Here Ef’(O) = +1
for X ? 0 
for X = 0, 
Cf'(O) = -1.
right hand and the left hand derivative are equal,
* Hobson, paragraph 217.
,**0uart. Journal of Pure and Appi*. Math. v.40 fl90S-9), page 5.
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a derivative exists at the given point.
Defined for the Continuum. The definition of a derivative function 
follows directly from the preceding. If there be a derivative for every 
point of the domain of f(x), then a function of x is defined which we 
call the first derivative or the derived function of the original func­
tion. When this happens the D*f(x), D^f(x), D~f(x)r D,f(x) are all the 
same and equal to the derivative itself, Montel defines a derivative at 
a point X this way. He consideres fix) continuous and then states this 
proposition which is fundamental to the definition.
If in the whdle interval, the four derivative numbers have the sane 
lower boundary, and if one 'of the derivatives is continuous at x, the
other three are also continuous and the function has a derivative.
2
Ex, 3. fix) = X sin i
X
fo r  X ^ 0
fix) = 0 for X = 0.
This function is continuous and has a derivative at every point. This 
function therefore has a derivative function and at 0 its value is zero. 
The following simple function has a derivative at every point of the re­
gion over which the function is defined. The new function, which is de­
fined by these values is a derivative function. We write fix) = y^ ,. In
the interval (-1,+1) the function is 
limited, likewise the derivative is 
bounded and takes all values from 
some number -M thru zero to +M where 
-f and +M are the values at f(-l) and 
fil) respectively, kt zero the deriva­
tive is zero. We mean by a bounded de-
17
rivative,- that for a given interval \D*f(x)\f \D^.f(x)\^ \D~f(x)\ and 
are all less than some fixed number.
Defined for m Perfect Set, Thus far the domain of the feal variable 
over which the function was defined has been the continuum, but all these 
definitions and theorems can be extended without practically any change 
and be made to apply to the case where the domain is any perfect set of 
points? A function defined for perfect sets may be related to a continu-
the order of the points in each is the same.
* Hobson, page 265, bottom of page.
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CHAPTER II.
CONDITIONS THAT A FUNCTION MAY HAVE A DERIVATIVE.
I.CONTINUOUS FUNCTION WITH A DERIVATIVE,
That a function must be continuous in order to have a derivative is 
a basic principle in our work. Until the last century it was generally 
thought that the property of continuity of a function was sufficient for 
the existence of a derivative. It seemed to all investigators till re­
cently that a tangent could be drawn to every point of a curve which re­
presented a continuous function. This idea has recently been dispelled, 
and it has been discovered that some continuous functions have no deriva­
tives at certain points, ft'eierstrass shows a continuous function wholly 
devoid of derivatives. Hobson states the necessary and sufficient condi­
tion that the continuous function fix) may possess a derivative at 
thus: corresponding to each arbitrarily chosen positive number e, a neigh 
borhood (x,-6,x,+6) can be found such that
lLll.zSL^a.1 _ <
z ~ X. Z ’ - X.
for every pair of points z,z’ which lies within this neighborhood, or 
within such part of it as is interior to the interval (o,&).
II, CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS WITHOUT A DERIVATIVE.
In order to construct functions which fail to have derivatives for 
certain points, we have the following theorem which is to be found in 
Pierpont,- due to Cantor*;
____^_Ia£CE£M_i»._A®A_^*ten3 be an enumerable set lyini in the interval A.
* Vol, II, article 500 (2), Also Hobson, "Condensation of singulaei— 
ties.*
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For each x in and e^ in let Jc-fin in an interval B containing 
the oriiin. Let ^(x) he continuous in B, Let i^(x) exist and be numeri­
cally = M in Bf except at x=0^ where the difference quotients are numeri­
cally -  Let D - Zon cdnverge absoiuteiy. Then
'F(x) * Zaj^i(x-e^)
is a continuous function in A, having a derivative in C - A - At the 
points of E, the difference quotient of F behaves essentially as that 
of (t) ot the oriiin^
By means of this, various peculiar functions are built upif
ix. 1. If g(x) = ax , X = 0
|(x) - bx y X 0 and
Fix) - 2 ig | (x -e  ) 
n
then Fix) is a continuous function which has derivatives at a pantactio** 
set of points, while at another pantactic set only the right and left 
hand derivatives exist and the points of the function where this occurs 
are called angular points.
Ex, 2, Let iix) = xsin log(x®). Let E-[^ e^ '] be rational points in the 
interval A, Then the function
Fix) = i (x-e„)sin log (x-Sn)'* 
which is continuous in A, has derivatives at a pantactie set of points in 
A, but is different from the example ,iust given, in that it has neither 
Eigbt-.Q2E_i§Ct_hsnd^derivatives,at another pantactic set. This gives a 
* Pierpont, vol. II, art, 501.
**To define pantactie, let i3={a] be a liaiited or unlimited point set 
in Rm, Then B<A, B is pantactic in A, when in each D^(a) there is a 
point B.
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quite different view of the possibilities of continuous functions from 
what was previously held.
ix. S» Consider also the famous example of f?eierstra«s who took a 
longer step than any of his predecessors.. He set up this function*-
f (x ) = 2a”cos6” X
= aoosbnx + a^oosb^nx + . . .  + a^aosb^nx + , , ,  
in such a way that it was fully defined for every point of his set and 
so that it was a continuous function and yet under certain restricting 
conditions for the a and b and also for the increment (?i), he gets a 
function that has neither a finite nor an infinite derivative at any 
point. This of course does not mean that the graph of the function does 
not have tangents, but that when it does have, the tangent is at a cusp 
of the graph. It is vertical and as we approach over’a range of points 
from the right hand side or left hand side, we get values for the deriva- 
"tive which are and - respectively. In this case the cusp of the
curve is of the character of fig. I. If the values of the right and left 
hand differential coefficients are interchanged then the cusp of the 
curve resembles that of figure II.
Ex. 4. One other case of the construction of a function with the 
property of being continuous over a given domain and still having no de­
rivative at any point of the interval for that domain is given by Towns- 
axis
end**. The ^Ais divided in the ratio one to one, while the functional 
values are obtained by dividing the y axis one to two. By a continued 
>SB§Ca|i2Q-§SSSCSiSS-to the laws which we have just set up we get figure
Pierpont, v* II, art, 602,
Class in Theory of Functions, University of Illinois, 191S-14,
21.
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III where -
j : = 0 l i l S Z  etc~ g3» 2 r^ 2 * 2*’ 2®’ *** »
and y = 0, I3, | , l^, || , etc.
It follows from the value of our increments, that a general law 
holds whereby
= i " «  ’ - M ........
An = _1__ -S._ .4.. -^4. -4w- — 2_
on+1  ^ rJ3+l ’ ^n+1 * ^n+1 * ^n+1 * ^h+1 ’ r,n+l * ^ + 1  ’ “** O « 3 i3 0 C « 5 O <3
where for A.V - ~ j  is the minimum while is the maximum, ??e then
take any point on the x axis and show that for it there is a function 
determined. Let i be the point and it may be represented by this series-
1 = 1 !  (1)". a f  , .... .
4 4 4
= 1 + (1.)^ + (1.)® + _____
2  ^ 2  ^ 2®
The function then corresponding to this is
1
„ _ 1 ^ 1 /2  ^ + Ir2y2 - § _ 1
" 9 §‘9 ’ i'i’ .......... r : ' 5 ■ 7 •
So we may proceed with all the points and thus define fully our function.
The function is continuous, because we found that the increment of y
could not be greater than which is zero in the limit. Therefore3
- f I < e where x,t successive points and this is our
definition for continuity. But when we turn to the derivative we find 
that AI//AJC oscillates on each side from - co to to . Therefore at no 
point is there a derivative for our function.
Ex. 5. We could set up these laws governing our actions:- let 
fix; 3, -2, 3) determine them where the number of figures denote the . 
divisions of the x axis, while their sum denotes the divisions of the y
23.
axis* Also, th© first number, three, is the value of the function at the 
first division of x. To this functional value add the second figure in 
order to get the functional value at the second division of x; and so on. 
This gives the following curious figure IV where the function is contin- 
uous and fully defines, but has no derivative.
Steinitz:Math.Ann.52.
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CfiAPTlR III.
CHARACTER OP A DERIVATIVE OP A CONTINUOUS PUNCTION OP A REAL VARIABLE.
li GENERAL CHAEACTEE OP A DERIVATIVE PUNCTION.
Property (a). It has been shown by G. Darboux that if a continuous 
function f {x) has a derivative functioa, fHx), the derived function can 
not go from some value P to another value Q without assuming all the 
intermediate values between P and Q, Ke will call this property a. There 
are functions of this kind, for suppose we let Fix) be a function, which 
has a derivative that may be discontinuous, but which exists at every 
point of the interval. If at points a and b the derivative is equal to 
A and B respectively, we can form a function P(x) - M'x where if is a 
value of the derivative f'ix) which lies between A and B. This will be a 
continuous function. As x=a, the derivative A-M is positive but as x=h, 
the derivative B~M is negative. Therefore the function is increasing as 
X begins at a to vary from ato b, but it is decreasing at it arrives at 
b. The function therefore has at least one maximum for some value, say 
a+({)(b-a), between b and a. At this point by theorem II we know the deriv­
ative to be zero and we have
f ' C a + q ) ( b - a ) 3 - i f  = 0
or the derivative has the value f which is any value between A and 5.
While this proof might seem to imply a continuous derivative, it is 
general for any derivative function if the primitive function has a de­
rivative at every point. But in section three of this chapter, we have an 
example of a discontinuous derived function under the same conditions. 
Therefore the property » must apnly to discontinuous functions as well as
25.
to continuoas.
Of course it is readily seen that if the derivative is indetermi­
nate as in fig. I at the point a then 
the derived function would not possess 
'(a), or if it is infinite and of unde­
termined sign as in fig. II at a, then 
the derived function has not the prop­
erty (a). Both cases are such that they 
I. (Jo not comply with the hypothesis, in
that neither has a derivative at a according to our definition,
Hontel’s statme4Jie can also state, says Montel*, that if two de­
rived functions are added, their sum also has the property a since it is
likewise a derived function. But this 
property does not hold for the class of 
all functions with the property «, and 
thus the class of derived functions is 
a subclass of the functions with © as a 
property. A third property of this class 
of functions Montel* also gives as fol­
lows; A derived function can at most be point-wise discontinuous. It is 
not always continuous nor can it be entirel;^ discontinuous. Hence a de­
rived function is necessarily a point-wise discontinuous function with 
the property a, or it is a continuous function and has the property a. 
However a further property is necessary to fully characterise a deriva- 
•ti2§-£SQStiSQ*.______
Enoyclopedie des Soi* Math.. Pures et .Appliques, v* I, tome II, pp, 194-5
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II. CONTINUOUS DERIVATIVE FUNCTIONS.
Property « was formerly considered as a sufficient criterion for 
determining the continuity of a function, and especially was this true 
among French mathematicians. By this, derivative functions would necess­
arily always be continuous. While this can not be said, yet there are 
two very general remarks that may be made as to when a derivative func­
tion is continuous.
Darboux=*^  takes a continuous function, F(x), such that it has a de­
rivative at every point. By the theorem of finite increments we may 
write
£k-+_4]-r-£kl = p H x  + h')
h
where ft' is between zero and ft. Let ft-0 and ft'-O. The derivative F'{x) 
must either be continuous or discontinuous in such a way that there is a 
system of ft values such..that f '(x+ft)-f'(x)-0 as ft-0. If F'{x+h) does not 
have a determined limit as ft-0 the derivative function is discontinuous. 
If it does, it will be F'ix) and the derived function will be continuous.
Tonelli** gives Volterra’s example, also in Pierpont®, 7/hich illus­
trates the fact that all derivative functions of liiaited variation are 
continuous. Also the necessary and sufficient condition that a function 
of limited variation be a derivative function is that it also be contin-^ 
uous.
III. DISCONTINUOUS DERIVED FUNCTIONS,
_____Darb2uXi_wtio_5howed that discontinuous functions might possess the
Q:
Annales D'Eoole Nopinale, 18V6, page 171.
Milano, Rend. First Lomb. ser. 2, v,40 (1907), pp. 1172-78). 
Pierpont, vol. II, page §01, art. 503.
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property a, has given the following examplesr-
Ex. 1** q)(jf) = iy^sini, its derivative is (p*(v) = 2ysini _ cosi
y y y
for different from zero, while f(y) = 0 for v=0. Still, even in this 
case is of course the derivative of (p(y). But the function <p’(,j/)
is discontinuous for j^ -0*
Ex, 2. First form a discontinuous series 
/'(x) = SnCnT' (sinnxrt )oosnxn + ......
If the series SCn is absolutely convergent this function is uniformly 
convergent. For certain values of x it is discontinuous. Integrate, 
which we can do, since dt is uniformly convergent, and we get a new func- 
tion-
f(x) = f^fix)dx = S -?i<p(sinnxw),
Here fix) is the derivative function of Fix), and a continuous function 
has been obtained whose derivative is discontinuous for all rational 
values of x, but which exists for every value of x. Thus an infinite num­
ber of times the derivative is discontinuous in an interval without being 
0  all indeterminate. The derivative numbers being defined as the limits 
of an expression in continuous functions give in Borel’s classification 
functions of first class. The limits of derivatives or the derivates give 
functions of second class. Derivative functions are of first class. At 
most 'they are point-wise discontinuous..
IV. PROPERTIES or THE DERIVATIVE AT CERTAIN 
POINTS OP A CONTINUOUS PUNGTION.
_____HgbiQQ^gives2a_number of minor facts relating to the character of
Ann. Sci. d'Ecole Nor. Sup. vol.II (1875), ser. 2, page l09. Also 
H. Bebesgue, Leoons eur 1 * integration*
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the derivative at certain points of a continuous function, in the form 
of theorems.
Theorem I. If f(x) be continuous in a iiven interval and have at 
every point with the exception of an enumerable set G, a derivate of 
value zerOf the function is constant throughout the whole interval.
Theorem II. If a continuous function possesses a derivative at a 
point (x) at which the function is a maximum or minimum^ then the deriv~ 
ative at (x) must be zero.
Theorem M l .  If in an interval ( a w h i c h  contains no lines of in^  
variability of a continuous function of x, f(x)f the derivative f'( x) 
everywhere exists and is continuous, there must be in the interval an 
wmoey-^where dense set of sub-intervals in each of which the function is 
monotone.
Theorem IV. If f(x) be continuous in (a,.S} and have no lines of in­
variability, but have an every-where dense set of maxima and minima, 
there must be in the interval an every-where dense set set of points at 
each of which f*(x) either does not exist,, or does exist and is discon- 
tinuous.
That is, if f'(x) did exist and vfere continuous, since at an everywhere 
dense set in («,p) it has the value zero, it would necessarily have a 
value zero at every point and this would contradict the hypothesis that 
fix) had no lines of invariability. Also we have the fact that a contin­
uous function cannot have at all points a derivative which is infinite 
and not of fixed sign for:-
Theorem V. If a continuous function f(x) have an every-where dense 
•set of points at which the derivatives are infinite but not of fixed
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si|n there is an euery-where dense set of points at each of which the 
derivative is either indeterminate or else zero^
T h e o r e m  VT, let f(x) be a continuous function defined over (a^b), 
which has an infinite number of maxima and minima, let there be deriva- 
'tives at the ritht and left of these points, then the only 'limit the 
derivatives can have on either side^ as they approach the p’oint^ is zero, 
in which case they are continuous at the point.
T h e o r e m  VIIv Set f*(x) be continuous in the interval (Urb}, Then 
the difference quotient ty/bx converies uniformly* to fUx) in (a^b). 
ProofJ- By the law of the mean which will be given in Chapter IV, 
fix+h) fix) = hf'ix+Bh) where 0<6<1,
* f'ix + Bh),
But** being continuous in (a,h), is uniformly continuous; that is-
if for any arbitrarily small number e, the relation - fixt)\ < e,
is satisfied, where J:t, are any two points in (a,b) such that fxt~x.f^
which is arbitrarily small, then we have uniform continuity.
liffi f i x  + 9ft) = f'ix), 
h=o
therefore limit d>y/hx = fHx) converges uniformly in (ah).
T h e o r e m  VIII. let f(x) be continuous in the interval A, and have a 
derivative^ finite or infinite within'A, Then the points where the deriv­
ative is finite form a pantactic set in A.
T h e o r e m  IX; let f(x) be continuous in A^{a,b}, and have a derivative
tUlLti,QL.iUtLlAit.S.-Ln'A*=(a*,b*). Then the discontinuities of f*(x) in A, 
*
Meaning by this that the difference between the approximation onrvei^ 
which we will denote by in the limit and the function is an
arbitrarily small number.
** Pierpont, vol.I, art.. S52.
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if any exists must he of the second kfndf 
But if fix) is discontinuous at a, which is a discontinuity of the second 
kind, and if the derivative is finite or infinite, in (a*,b), then at 
x=a there is an infinite discontinuity of f  ix)*
Pierpont** gives some interesting facts about the derivative as re­
lated to the maxima and minima of a function. If in the interval (a,b), 
fUx) exists, finite or infinite, the points of the function in (a,b) at 
which it has proper or improper extremes, lie among the zero% of f  ix), 
where by improper extreme we mean that there are other points in the 
neighborhood of the point of the function in question which have the same 
functional value it has. Should fix) not only exist but be continuous in 
(a,b) and the function have no lines of invariability in ia,b), the point 
where the function has an extreme, form an apantactio® set in (a,b).
Shere the function is continuous and the points where it has an extreme 
"are pantactic, then the points where fix) does not exist or is discon­
tinuous form a pantactic set in (a,b).
T h e o r e m  X, iet ffxj he continubus and have no line of inuariahility 
in (a,h). Let f'{x) exist, finite or infinite. The p’oints where fUx) is 
finite and is ^ 0, form a pantaotic set in (a,h).
T h e o r e m  X U  L&t fUx) he continuous in the interval (a,h). Then any 
'interval'fa*,h*) in (a,b) which is not a line of invartahility contains
function is univariant.
* Meaning by this that such points may be enclosed in a finite number 
of intervals, whose sumv in the limit, is zero.
** Plerpont, vol. II, page 5£5, art. 522.
® Let A=[a) be a limited or unlimited noint set in R„. We say B<A is 
apantactic in A when in each 0^(a) t h e r e ’is a point a of A such that 
some contains no point of g.
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Theorem XI J .  Let the function be continuous 'in the interval '(a^b) 
and have in every sub^interval in (a^b) a line of invariability or a 
point at which the function has an extreme. If f(x) exists^ finite or in­
finite, it is discontinuous infinitely often in any interval in (a,b), 
not a line of Invariability, At a point Of continuity of the derivative, 
fUx) * 0.
This treatment would not be complete without introducing the idea 
of non-intuitional curves. Recalling theorem I, chapter II, we will ex­
tend it so as to have a cusp at the point x=0 of |(x).
T h e o r e m  XIII. Let S=[e^] denote the rational points in the interval 
Let i(x) be continuous in 8== (-2a,2a},. and *0, at x~0. Let B* 
denote in interval B omitting the point x=0. Let | have a derivative in 
B*, such that
\r(x)\ = M/\x\^ , c(>o.
Then
F(x) = 2 = Zang(x-s„), P>0
is a continuous function in A, and b.F/tx behaves at x-s^ essentially as 
ty/hx does at the origin,
Pierpont* gives two simple examples of this.
Ex. 1. S.ix) = Fix) - » 8 J-O, In this case
he shows that Fix) is continuous and at the rational points the RF'ix) = 
+ 00  ^ while, LF'ix) = - oo , That is the derivative has a cusp at each
point.
Ex, 2, g(x) = xsinl , x/ 0.
-----------------ZLi.1 = 2 -5|g(^-en)sin“i“ , 8>0.
n
* Pierpont, vol. TI, p^6e 541, art. 5S7.
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F H x ) is discontinuous at the rational points, having cuspidal tangents 
at these points.*
Pierpbnt,also, proves the following theorem due to Borel:-
Th€o R€m XV. Let B(x) = * j; -S^ where f*[en] is a denumerable'1!- r ^
set tn the interval and is aonver^ent. Then B converges abso-
'lutety and uniformly in a set ^<A and the measure p is as near the con­
tent Of 'A as we choose. The points a, where adJoint° B is divergent, form 
a null set,
from this »e see** that the so-called Pompeihl curves are such that they 
have tangents at all points and an enumerable pantactic set of vertical 
•inflectional tangents. The Faber curves given in the same article as the 
'above mentioned curves are developed analytically, shown to be fully de­
fined over certain domains, continuous and having neither a finite or 
§Q.is£iQite_derivativ6 at any point.
* See the last reference for argument of this,
® Pierpont, vol. II, page 77. ’(B's terms replaced by numerical values 
in adjoint B.
*♦ Vol. II, page 542, art. 5S8, Math, Annalen, vol. 6S, 1907, p, 326.
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CHAPTER IV.
APPLICATION.
I. THEOREM OP THE MEAN ESTABDISHED.
Develdpment of Theorem of the Mean, Knowledge to be valaable must 
be applied. This is done by means of some special device or ^ vehicle" by 
which to convey and apply that knowledge to best advantage. The theorem 
of the mean is a vehiale for our knowledge of the derivative. One writer 
says: ”It is one of the pillars which supports the modern rigorous de­
velopment of calculus" which,probably as in no other subject in mathema^ 
tics, is a practical application of the properties of the derivative.
The very important theorem rests upon, what is known as. Rollers Theorem, 
which is as follows:-
Theorem I .  Aet f(x) he one-valued and continuous in A-(a^h),. and 
f(a)=f(b). Let f'(x) be finite or infinite within A. Then there exists a 
point G within A^ for which f*(0)-0, a<C<b,
Proof:- As fix) is continuous in i, a limited perfect set, then fix) 
also is limited and its extremes finite. Were it constant, the derivates 
at all points would be zero. If it is not, one of the extremes will dif­
fer from fia) and fib). Let p be this value. Let o be the point of A 
where the function takes this value. Therefore fic) = ,u. Since fio) is 
an extreme by theorem II of chapter III, the derivative at this point is 
equal to zero.
Geometrically this is almost self-evident. See figure I« Where the 
graph of fix) is the continuous curve, with fia) = f(b). At some point 
c the tangent is parallel to the x axis and the derivative of fix) = 0.
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At the point Pin accord with the hypothesis of our theorem, the deriva­
tive is infinite, that is, the tangent to the curve is vertical. In ap­
plying this theorem we must be careful that its two conditions are ful­
filled, for by figure II we see that if the derivative does not exist at
Figure III.
some point, then it may not be true. Again as in figure III, if fix) is 
not continuous in the theorem may not be true.
The law of the mean readily follows.
Theorem I I . S e t  be odntinuous In A=(afb), and let f'(x) be fi­
nite or infinite, within A. Then, for some mint a<c<b,
f(b) - f(a) = (b - a)ff(c),^
Proof;- Let us form this g function.
iix) = fib) - fix) - CLll.zJSalib . x),
b - a
At once it is evident that g(o) = g(b) = 0, also that g'{x) = -f'ix) +
3o •
at those points where f ’(x) is finite. At the other | ’(x) is
5 - 0
infinite. Therefore we have a function |(x) which is continuous in Af 
whose derivative is finite or infinite and whose values at the and points 
are equal. By Rolle’s theorem there is a .point c where |'(e) = 0, there- 
fore-
f * ( c )  “ O P
& - a
rib) - fia) = (b - a)f'ic).
This is often written in other forms, for instance Hobson, page 267, ar­
ticle 203 gives the form-
fix + h) = fix) + hf’ix + Bh) 0<e<l.
Figure IV.
Here ACB is the graph of fix) in (a,&). The slope of the chord/lS, where 
0 is the angle it makes with the x axlsj is
tan = .
b “ a
But by theorem II f'ic) - Therefore this fundamental theorem
means simply that for some point within the given interval the tangent 
is parallel to the chord connecting the functional values at o and 5, 
Again it is well to notice that unless the conditions are fulfilled the
CO,
point c may not exist. Let fix) be discontinuous as in figure V and the 
theorem does not hold, neither does it when the differential coefficient
Figure VI,
does not exist at seme point as in figures VI and VII,
II. GENERABIZATION OF THE THEOHEM OP THE MEAN.
Pierpont’s theorem.. Because of the condition placed upon theorem II, 
the theorem of the mean, as there stated, is somewhat limited in its ap­
plication. Pierpont* generalized the theorem and has stated it as follows: 
Theorem 111.  f{x) be continuous in A=‘(a<b}. Let m,H be the mini 
mum and maximum of one 'of the four derivates of the function in A. Then
for any «<B in Ay. a * C l&Lz.CLd i H.
B - «
By assuming the contrary, he has deduced the proof by showing that in 
this case the m or M is not a minimum or maximum.
Youni’s theorem. Another generalized theorem of the mean has been 
developed by Rm. H, Young and Qrace C, Young. They make radical changes 
'in the conditions placed upon the theorem. Thus far we have considered 
fix) as finite, but the Youngs allow it to be quasi-finite, i.e» the 
function may have infinite values provided they are not everywhere dense 
in the interval. ??e have assumed that the function has a differential
5 deffie|ent_.at_every point of the open interval, and that its value is 
* Vol. II, page 505.
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finite or infinite with determinate sign. The Youngs make the condition 
merely that there should be no distinction between right and left with 
regard to the derivates. We see at once that the former is merely a spe­
cial ease of the latter, since if we have a differential coefficient at 
every point there will of coarse be no distinction between right and 
left derivates. We usually consider the coincidence of the right-hand up­
per and lower derivates, or the left-hand upper and lower derivates and 
denote this fact by the terms right-hand and left-hand derivatives re­
spectively. To this sort of relationship the Youngs give little heed, 
considering the coincidence of the upper right-hand and left-hand deri­
vates, and the lower right-hand and left-hand derivates, as much more 
important, more general'and more productive of results, in that, as was 
proved in chapter I, section 3, their coincidence is not so exceptional 
as the existence of the one sided differential coefficients. In fact:
f^x)  = rix),
and f+(jc) =
everywhere, except in certain cases, at a set of the first category.
While only when the function and derivates are bounded or restricted by 
other conditions, is it known by Lebesgue’s theorem that if f*{x) = f+ix) 
or f**(x) = f_{x).
With these changes of the hypotheses in mind, Young found that some 
of the theorems relating to the theorem.of the mean, held in their orig­
inal form and some in a form very much like the original, for functions 
which did not have a differential coefficient at every point.
Rollers Cfteorem. Therefore without stating all of these preliminary 
theorems, we shall consider briefly their result as seen in the general-
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ized theorem of the mean and in Rollers theorem upon which the former 
depends directly,
T h i o r e m  IV. -Tf f(x) is a finite or quasi-^finite function of x which 
is conttnuCus throughout the clCsed 'interval (a,b) and is zero nt the 
end points a and h, then there is a pbint x of the completelp dpen in­
terval (a^b) at which one of the upper derioates is not positive and the 
other lower derivate is riot nefativer that is 
f*(x) ^ 0 ^ fjx)
or the alternative inequality, interchanitni left hand right, 
r(x) ^ 0 ^ fJx),
Proof:- It appears at once, if fix) is zero at all points of the 
interval, for all the derivates are then zero. Otherwise, since fix) has 
a positive upper bound, or a negative lower bound, or both and since it 
is continuous, the function has extreme Value at some point . If fix) 
is a maximum here, then the numerators of
and
ix+h, x) = C L m l - z X U l  , (^)
n
mix-h, x) = , (5)
-h.....
are both <0. If a minimum, both are >0, Thus in the first case (a)<0 and
(b)>0. In the second case (a)>0 and (b)<0. By taking the limit of (a) and 
(b) therefore, our theorem is established. Now the generalized Rolle's 
theorem may be stated depending on the above as a corollary.,
CoiRoLLARy. If there is no distinct ion between right and left with 
regard to the derivates Of f(x),. then there is a point in the completely 
open interval (a,b) at which f(x) has a derivative, and the value of 
that derivative is zero.
A particular case where this is true as we have noted is where fix) has
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a derivative at every point.
Generalized theorem of the mean. T h e o r e m  V i If ffx) is finite or 
qu,a91"finite and continuous throughout the closed interval (Cyb) and the 
tnorementary ratio of the end points
m 5. m{a,b):s
a - b
is finite and deftnitey then there is a point x ’of the completely Open 
interval fay.b) at which one of the upper dertvates is not greater than 
my and the other lower derivate is not less than my that is.
f*{x)^ m(a,b) ^ f.(x)
or the alternative inequality, interahaniini left and right,
f~(x)^ mfa,b)^ f^.(x).
As a corollary the generalized theorem of the mean follows;-
If there is. no distinction of right and left with regard to the 
derivatives'of f(x), then there is a point in the completely open inter­
val '(ayb) at which f(x) has a derivative whose value is precisely mfcyb), 
that is -
m(a,b) =.f'[a * Q(b - a , (0<Q<1).
This also includes the special case where the function has a derivative 
at every point of the open’interval’(a,b).
from this follow some very important facts*:
If there ‘is no distinction of right and left with regard to the 
derivates.'Of fix)., then
1) The points where ‘f (x) has a derivative f'(x) are dense every- 
______ and-Qf potency c;
* Wn. H. Young and 6’. E. Young's artisle on derivates and the theorem of 
the mean. Ouarterly Journal of Pure & Applied Math. v.40 (1908>,p.11
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2) The derivative-assumes every value between its upper and lower 
bounds in any closed Interval at points internal to the 'interval*
3) The upper and lower bounds of the derivative in any interval 
open or closed, are the same as those of the increment ary ratio*
